
Daybreak

Crossfaith

How did we start this war
Still fires rage under my skin
White they hide afraid, behind their defects

You locked our hearts under the frozen water (frozen water)
You tied our questions to an endless circle (endless circle)
Sedate our brains, conquer our pain with stronger chemical lights (nothing t
o fear or to feel)
In single file
Give up despair
Like broke and broken slaves who don't care to question you
But 1000 times I question loud and clear
My voice is loud and clear
My voice is loud and clear
Not satisfied
I drink, but stay desert dry
(Nothing to fear or feel)
In self denial

We see another way, we're not afraid to be the deviation
We'll take it back, more than you took from us in the name of salvation
You parasite, we cut the line, go ahead and starve in gestation
These cyber cell firewalls from hell are cracked and crashing down

No hope, through the smoke, in their shrouds, see the gods promise crowns
I won't take, I won't bow, it don't mean nothing now

Can we see daybreak
Shadows cast away
Unconceal the shades
To show what it means to be alive

Looking out to the skies

Doubts in my eyes
I beg to break outside
Cause there's only one life
Just let me decide when it's done
(Life has just begun)
I was trapped, more I tried
Fate tightly tied
Those days are left behind
My words ring alive in imperfection
(Life has just begun)
I was trapped, more I tried
Fate tightly tied
Those days are left behind
My words rings alive in imperfection
Looking out to the skies
Doubts in my eyes
I beg to break outside
Cause there's only one life
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